TAPEPRO CORNICE HEAD

TAPEPRO CORNICE HEAD
The Tapepro Cornice Head is a new, high performance, computer engineered tool designed
to revolutionise the process of cornice installation.
The Tapepro Cornice Head range includes:
>
55mm Cornice Head - CH-55
>
75mm Cornice Head - CH-75
>
90mm Cornice Head - CH-90
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BEFORE USE
>

Pre-cut all cornice for the job.

>

Layout cornice in the room in which it will be installed.
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USING THE TAPEPRO CORNICE HEAD
1.

Mix the cornice adhesive to a smooth, creamy consistency.

2.

Fill the Compound Applicator Tube with the cornice adhesive by drawing it directly up into
the tube (see CH-1).

3.

Snap the Tapepro Cornice Head on the Compound Applicator Tube.

4.

Before applying the cornice adhesive through the Cornice Head, run it along the wall/ceiling
for 300-400mm allowing it to self-centre (see CH-2).

5.

Begin applying the cornice adhesive. Hold the Compound Applicator Tube at a 450 angle, at
arms length while walking along the wall (see CH-3).

6.

Allow sufficient time for the cornice adhesive to firm so it will adequately hold the length of
cornice. Firming times may differ depending on cornice size and the climate (see CH-4).

CH-3

CH-4

Tip: Apply cornice adhesive to several rooms using the Tapepro Cornice Head and Compound
Applicator Tube before fitting the first length of cornice.
7.

Butter and manipulate mitres as you install each piece of cornice (see CH-5 & CH-6).
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CLEANING
Your Tapepro Cornice Head should be cleaned after each use to maximise the lifespan and maintain
optimal performance.

WARRANTY
All manufacturing faults are covered under the Tapepro warranty. All non wear parts are covered
under a 3 year warranty.

For further information contact: TAPEPRO DRYWALL TOOLS: 2/44 Dover Drive; West Burleigh QLD 4220 Australia
Phone: +61 7 5520 6022 | Fax: +61 7 5520 5973 | Email: info@tapepro.com | Website: www.tapepro.com
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